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A huge fantasy action role-playing game in the style of classics including Chrono Trigger, Secret of Mana, and Dragon Quest. “This has been a project that held my interest throughout, with the story being just enough without being so much it would suffocate me and the gameplay enough that I was easily engaged in it.” André Cruz, President and Lead Designer of Enlight
Software ABOUT ELDEN RING The story is of three girls who became aware of the existence of darkness in the world on a certain day and have been living with the consequences ever since. At this moment, their strength has reached its peak, and you are the first person to bear the power of the Elden Ring. An unprecedented battle is about to begin. The possibility of
obliterating reality has begun to increase. Your own destiny lies in your hands… GAME FEATURES (Deep Breath) CLIFFHANGER: You and your party are in a perilous situation. You cannot guarantee your safety, but you can never avoid the fate that has been laid out. HARD BOSSES: You will encounter numerous difficult bosses. POWERFUL: You can collect powerful effects and
gain access to new elements and new weapon types as you play. WEAPONS: Weapons will be divided into two categories: Elements and Sigils. ELEMENTS: Element weapons are divided into two types: Weapon Materials and Special Elements. Each element has its own unique abilities that will be released during gameplay. We also have weapon materials that give bonuses to
the elemental weapons they are used with. SIGILS: Sigil weapons are divided into two categories: Weapons Materials and Unique Weapon Materials. Each sigil has its own unique abilities that will be released during gameplay. We also have weapon materials that give bonuses to the sigil weapons they are used with. MULTIPLAYER: A host of online features will be introduced,
allowing you to play with other people in multiple modes, such as cooperative play with friends, versus battles, and player-versus-player matches. WELCOME TO THE LAND BETWEEN • THE LAND BETWEEN IS A NEW FANTASY WORLD Much of the world of the Elden Ring can be freely

Features Key:
Attracting adventurers around the world with its unique fantasy action RPG gameplay and visually pleasing worlds.
Creating a new class character every time you play, including the option to change the gender.
Solving puzzles with your newly acquired magic and items in real time.
Attracting team-up partners in the real world or virtually using "invite friends" options.
Players can share their save data across games.
Play using a variety of keyboard and mouse configurations including a mouse-based gamepad controller.
Character is prone to fall damage.
Players can focus on their own strategy rather than having to wait for their partners or depending on others.
Players can battle using only one-on-one melee combat.
A variety of skills and equipment can be acquired as party members join the player's party.
Field and dungeon themes change based on specific class, gender, and customization options.
Special equipment can be obtained by defeating enemies or performing other actions.
Players can explore the vast map while engaged in combat against swarms of challenging enemies.
Players can engage in larger-scale battles in the world of Elden Ring.
Players can challenge groups of enemies alone or with teammates in dungeons.
If players get attached to their heroes' weapons and items, they can keep them.
Players can damage enemies in a variety of ways by directly affecting their stats with abilities.
Take down groups of enemies by defeating one leader and then forcibly exchanging the leader's equipment to your allies.
If a hero becomes critically wounded, they can return to the battlefield under a separate party immediately and defeat another party's general.
Players can customize their battle layout, including a special area designated to promote specific equipment.
Skill runes are acquired during battles that grant special abilities.
Players have a variety of cymbals that summon teammates.
Encounter resonances occur during battles, when there are dangerous enemy combinations.
Players can take 
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Elden Ring [March-2022]

From Kyouya, who mastered the secrets of the Elden Ring, comes the massive fantasy action RPG 'EDEN RING', complete with an original story and original characters! ELDEN RING is a game where you can create your own character and battle alongside other players! -Choose from 5 classes: Warrior, Wizard, Black Magic, Thief, and Magician. Each class possesses attributes
that create a distinctive play style and personality. Warrior and Thief are ranged classes, while Wizard and Magician are classes that attack with magic and physical strength. Black Magic is a class that uses powerful magic to eliminate many enemies at once. -Equip weapons, armor, and magic to become your very own unique character. Enhance your attributes by using
items and armor sets that you collect and create on your journey. Each class gains its own unique attributes from the attributes of items and armor that it has equipped and can achieve new attribute levels and strengthen them. -Battle alongside other players and discover fascinating stories through the game's novel online play elements. You can fight other players
asynchronously through a unique online element, and face off against their online characters in battle. You can also visit other players' characters as you move through the game and can participate in their lively online scenes. There are over a hundred characters that have joined the game's online scene by joining online battles and conversations with other players. -An
original story that plays out in two parts: the Lands Between and the Elden Ring. NEXT STAGE! 'TOWER OF YAMATA''The Tower of Yamatai'The Tower of Yamatai, the first and major battle camp in the Elden Ring... A battle that will set the story for the Elden Ring in motion and test our heroes' strength! 【Features for the Tower of Yamatai!】 -A large-scale battle camp where
adventurers gathered by train. -A feature that introduces the journey to the Tower of Yamatai. -A large-scale battle that takes place in the Tower of Yamatai. 【A Guide to the Tower of Yamatai】 -Tower of Yamatai, a large-scale battle camp. -Adventurers gather in the Tower of Yamatai. -A large-scale battle camp that introduces the journey to the Tower of Yamatai. -Discover
the mysterious and ancient history of the Tower of Yamatai. -An eternal land of myth and

What's new:

[YouTube] As announced earlier today from the official English Facebook page, an update is now released for the iOS version of the game, the latest being “The Final Chapter”, the last of the 7 main story arcs of the game (there will be no
more in-game texts after the update, with a save & reset only availeble). To start off, here are the full changes: New Characters Lv100+11★ Lira (★&2) Description: Lira Special Skill: Terror of the past Aura: The wonderful and loving
Charisma ★ Battle Point Increase ★ Experience Increase ★ Ability Increase ★ Boosted Ability A finisher that breaks the defenses of all enemies in the area. 90% Damage Ignore Defense for 10 seconds. Close Combat 180 attack power 100%
Strategy: Throws and uses low-leveled attacks to activate her aura. Strategy: Attacks get activated when pressing and holding the forward and backward directions. New World Map 8★ Ruins of the Nature Forest (Yomi) 4★ Forest (Cave) -
Exchange Gate with The Final Chronicle Extra level 100 chapter to read Adventure (Opinion) Forest (Map) - Water; from Light Wind to Dark Waters - Mines - Revelations - Saline Plains - Northern Wind Plains - Shadow Plains - Ocean Abyss
(Map) - Cave - Nemesis Battle 1 - Nemesis Battle 2 - Vesuvius - Megavolcano - New Item Summon Lira’s Level 150 Exclusive 
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1) if you have 0 days old cracked game, DO NOT run it if you don't know what u're doing, it will save the files by its self and u'll not be able to play it. 2) if u start it and u get the error "X Permission Denied" then try to RE-INSTALL it. 3) go
to your applications and then to games. 4) when u start ELDEN RING for the first time u'll get a screen like this, and it'll say "A message from the creators" and there are 2 things u have to enter before u can play the game. 5) after u
entered the 1st thing u'll be forced to insert the cd and u'll see the install window. 6) once u install the game if u see a locked item then u don't have to do anything u just have to start it and it'll automatically unlocked and u'll be able to
use it 7) if u don't see the lock symbol on the pgs then u can have it opened but if it's locked the cd will already be inserted and u have to take it out and put it back in again. 8) right click in the pgs on the wheel where u want u to post,
then click on the "Post Your Message" it will give u the location where u should post it, u can post messages in your inventory, the magic's pgs, anywhere u want to. 9) don't post messages on an open pgs like the vendors, the auction
house or the guilds. 10) the pgs with the "POOP" and "AO" symbols aren't open to the general public so if there's anything important to say in there don't do it just for the sake of bragging or urself, it will get your messages removed. 11)
when u have ur post right click on the background of the pgs and u'll get an option for saving it then u can load it later to watch it. 12) i don't know if this is possible but i do know that this game allows u to change ur name so if u want to
change it just use the feature and u'll be able to do it. 13) now i found out that if you right click on the name of the character u want to change it, and u'll have an option to change it
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*** This Video is NOT SUPPORTED by Bohemian Games, its just a spotlight of a new RPG coming soon from Bohemia Interactive...

EPIC SWEDISH FANTASY COMBAT RPG THE SLENDER CHAIN

*** 

 

This is a new RPG from Bohemia that mixes Euro-style Fantasy Combat with RPG elements, it's packed with Swords, Bows, and magic, and it's set to launch on Steam. The World will be massive, so I think this one's got a potential to be HUGE!

 

A Brief glimpse into the world:
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